
Know How to Install Limeplayer on 

Windows PC 
 

To use the Showbox, you must use the limeplayer application, a basic video player tool. In 

order to use the Showbox app, the user is required to install Lime Player on Firestick. You are 

then in the proper location to obtain it. You must get the Lime Player from independent sources 

because it is not available in the Amazon App store. 

 

To watch all of your favorite TV Shows, Movies, and other content on Showbox, you must 

have the Lime Player program. Suddenly, they declared the notification to all the users but 

ended in failure to upload the Software on all platforms except Android. Therefore, in Firestick, 

you must sideload the limeplayer. 

What is Limeplayer? 

The simple and excellent video player LimePlayer enables viewing of all streaming multimedia 

videos. Additionally, you can also use the app to stream any content using the video's URL. 

The application was created specifically for Android devices but is also available as an APK 

file for use on other platforms. 

 

It is a user-friendly program that works with all Firestick models, including Firestick, Fire TV, 

Firestick 4K, and Fire TV Cube. But it functions perfectly with the Showbox program. Showbox 

has established a connection with the limeplayer program and provided a warning stating 

"Showbox requires Lime Player." Lime Player is a straightforward video player with modest 

playback features. 

How to Install Lime Player on Windows PC? 

If you enjoy using a Lime player on Firestick, we also have a method to explain how to use it 

on Windows. Windows typically has support. exe files, much like what Android supports. APK 

files.  

 

However, there isn't an exe version for the limeplayer program anywhere online. As a result, 

working with the APK file is necessary. Fortunately, you can run any APK file using free 

software that is readily available online. You may use this to run not only Lime Player but also 

any other Android game or program you like. The program is known as an emulator and is 

offered on the official website under the name bluestacks. 

 

This program can be compared to an Android operating system that runs as a part of your 

Windows operating system. As a result, it also has a lot of requirements of its own and uses 

a lot of your PC's storage, memory, and processing power. Therefore, we advise against 

downloading it unless your computer is powerful , with at least 4 GB of RAM and more than 

100 GB of free space as a minimum. 

 



The procedures to download and install Lime Player using Bluestacks on a Windows PC are 

listed below. 

 

1. First, go to the official website of Bluestacks and download and install it on your 

computer. 

2. Launch Bluestacks and log in with your Google account as you would do on a mobile 

device. 

3. You will actually feel familiar now that the ui is of Android only. 

4. Search for the limeplayer in the Google Play Store. The app is simple to install 

because it is offered in the official Android store. 

5. Check the app drawer to locate the app after installation, then click to start it. 

Features of Limeplayer 

● The limeplayer is a powerful video player with rapid acceleration which runs best with 

an emulator. 

● A user-friendly application with a simplistic user interface. 

● The new HW+ decoder makes it possible to perform hardware acceleration for many 

videos. 

● In addition to using the existing subtitle in the Lime Player, users can upload their own. 

● supports any type of video file format, including AVI, MP3, MP4, 3GP, M4V, WMV, 

MPG, and more. 

● It can detect all subtitle file types. 

 

Resource Url- https://androclue.com/lime-player-apk/ 
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